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OH634 - The city as a living organism

Rangierung :

1. Rang, 1. Preis

Team :

Charlélie Michel, Architekt / architecte, FR

Gaétan amossé, Künstler / artiste, FR

Soukaina Laabida, Architektin / architecte, 
MA

Project brief :

A living organism is made up of a skeleton,
vital functions and a belonging to a milieu,
from which it draws the resources necessary
for its life.

The project aims to consider the Geyisried
neighborhood as a living organism. By
observing the neighborhood and the
territory, simple interventions complete its
pre-existing skeleton. The boulevard as a
backbone, the Place d'Orpond as the head
and the business park as the tail are
completed by an exoskeleton: the Geyisried
ring is a new soft mobility path, accessible to
all. It connects the structuring green spaces
and its public facilities. The skeleton
reorganizes the five vital functions of the
neighborhood: to resource, to create and
innovate, to socialize, to make together and
to transmit. There is now room for every
generation in Geyisried!









YH526 - My House

Rangierung :

1. Rang, 1. Preis

Team :

Morten Hansen, Architekt / architecte, DK

Christopher Galliano, Architekt / architecte, 
DK

Casper Juhler-Olsen, Architekt / architecte, 
DK

Project brief :

My house. In 2050 a home in Geyisried
rivals the most mundane and attractive
houses in the city of Biel/Bienne. The
resident’s perception of a classical home
has changed. Their home extends beyond
the walls of a typical apartment, and
contains an abundance of high-quality
spaces and functions, previously unheard of
in cooperative housing. An attractive
neighborhood. Geyisried 2050 is a
persistently attractive neighborhood. By
implementing tried and true elements of city-
planning, the security and useability of the
area is consistently supported. Density &
sustainability. Geyisried is densified and
transformed with a minimal amount of
economy, natural resources and outdoor
spaces spend. This is to ensure that the
quality of exist. flats and quality of life of
exist. residents is heightened.









DP776 - Tetris

Team :

Miriam Egger, Architektin / architecte, CH

Philippe Bleuel, Architekt / architecte, CH

Project brief :

Working with the existing - adding as little as
possible, as much as needed

Three strategies are envisaged;

1. Creating-a noise barrier - ‘Infill’ - parallel
to Orpund-Strasse by connecting two
terraced houses through a perpendicular
building between them and the busy street.

2. In the North-East part of the
neighbourhood the existing build fabric
offers the lowest density per space taken up
and differs unfavorably in their positioning in
terms of noise pollution. This area is an
opportunity for ‘Rebuild’ - for higher density.

3. In order to keep rents low and current
tenants staying some of the existing
buildings should be ‘Transformed’, renovate
and energetically retrofit them - through the
addition of arcades as a means of freeing up
the staircase as room and balconies as a
means of adapting to contemporary needs.









EV633 - The floor is lava 

Team :

Samuel Armange, Architekt / architecte, FR

Ferdinand Fert, Architekt / architecte, FR

Juliette Delgado, Künstlerin / artiste, FR

Ismaël Rifaï, Designer, FR

Héloïse Charital, Designerin / designer, FR

Jack Kenning, Bauingenieur / inténieur en 
génie civil, FR

Rémy Berton, Bauingenieur / ingénieur en 
génie civil, FR

Project brief :

"Everything is (almost) there"

"Rather than, tabula rasa"

"In the blink of an eye, the buildings have
grown overnight"

"Refurbishment and redesign of collective
and individual spatial dispositives"

"Low contrast intensity"

"Short term housing in ground floor"

"T4 become T3 and T3 become T2"

"Large units in the extension for families,
shared flats and lofts"

"Small shops, coworking, workshops,
laundry... Connected to the public space"

"83% of the elements of the new framework
are taken from the old one"

"Philibert Delorme style timber frame"

"Nothing is lost, nothing is created,
everything is transformed"









GG597 - meet, bring & take! 
places for geyisried quarter 

Team :

Christiane Irxenmayer, Architektin / 
architecte, AT

Michaela Wonisch, Landschaftsarchitektin /

architecte paysagiste, AT

Alpar Petra-Szöke, Soziologe / sociologue, 
AT

Project brief :

Geyisried´s Meet, Bring&Take-Place, a new
quarterplace, which extends across the
former divided zones, functions as an
activator to intensify a lively neigh-borhood,
to generate and discuss ideas about
common goods such as transpor-tation
alliances, reuse of materials, cyclic
processes or local food production.

While the original settlement structure with
its specific qualities is strategically densified,
a continuum of generous free spaces
provides openness and recrea-tion zones.
Moreover a forest-like porous buffer
transforms Orpundplatz into a green park
avenue.

New types of living and co-living forms and
therefore diverse users are finding their way
into the quarter. At the same time a set of
tool is introduced to re-configure, improve
and add outdoor areas onto existing living
spaces.









GO682 - xs-m-l 

Team :

Alex Ramseier, Architekt / architecte, CH

Marc Nussbaum, Architekt / architecte, CH

Christoph Morgenthaler, Architekt / 
architecte, CH

Lorea Schönenberger, Architektin / 
architecte, CH

Project brief :

"XS-M-L"

So what will it take for the neighborhood to
awaken from hibernation? "XS-M-L"
suspects that the strategies to do this are at
different scales, from very small to large.

Important adjustments are already possible
with light, spontaneous transformations and
open up the neighborhood development.
Interventions of medium scale allow to
respond specifically to the existing structure.
Horizontal and vertical extensions take up
the history of the site and continue to write
it. A new anchor and opportunity is the
boulevard, which allows the thoroughfare
with public courtyard to grow into urban
space and brings urban character to the
outer neighborhood.









JG463 - Continuum 

Team :

Antti Tuure, Architekt / architecte, FI

Petteri Kääriä, Architekt / architecte, FI

Juuso Iivonen, Architekt / architecte, FI

Ananda Frigière, Architektin / architecte, FR

Anna Papinsaari, Architektin / architecte, FI

Project brief :

The project envisions the Geyisried
neighbourhood as townlike district with
strong sense of community, forward looking
and caring. The design includes varied
housing typologies, including apartment
buildings with different apartment sizes,
housing for youth and students and
townhouses. Different supporting functions,
like kindergartens, communal spaces and
meeting places for the elderly help different
people feel at home. The new district is
organized around its new square, a lively
place were events and markets can be held.
Parks and recreative areas have been
redefined and strengthened. Modes of
transport are prioritized, first walking, then
bicycling, third public transport and lastly
private automobiles. The order allows for a
human centered and sustainable living
environment.









JO571 - Playa del silencio

Team :

Bastien Jeandrevin, Architekt / architecte, 
CH; Tanguy Poffet, Architekt / architecte, 
CH; Samu Leppänen, Architekt / architecte, 
FI; Raphaël Cyril Chatelet, Architekt / 
architecte, CH; Olivier Simon Friedli, 
Architekt / architecte, CH; Jean-Loup 
Clément, Architekt / architecte, CH; Nora 
Molari, Architektin / architecte, CH; Lucien 
Berberat, Künstler / artiste, CH; Mathieu 
Jeandrevin, Informatiker / informati�cien, 
CH; Julien Dornbierer, Philosoph / 
philosophe, CH

Project brief :

What is new life in an existing
neighborhood? Or should we say what is
new life all together?

The Geyisried district highlights the
contrasts of the urban fabric in the
peripheral residential areas. The aim of the
project is to revitalize the area without
destroying the historical layers of the site.
Targeted interventions on the infrastructure
or on the development give the necessary
impulse to the reappropriation of the public
space. The project proposes to transform
the typologies of the existing cooperatives
dating from 1950 and to offer a new pole
with a more urban character to the Place
d'Orpond. The reunification of the different
parts of the site is achieved here by
intervening almost exclusively on the
development of the Orpond road.









LV293 - Living Sied(lung) 

Team :

Matteo Tempestini, Architekt / architecte, IT

Emanuele Cavaglion, Architekt / architecte, 
IT

Giulia Milani, Architekturstudentin / étudiante 
enarchitecture, IT

Gabriele Fuschino, Architekturstudent / 
étudiant en architecture, IT

Francesco Sordo, Architekturstudent / 
étudiant en architecture, IT

Project brief :

Living Sied(lung) fits symbiotically in the city
fabric, using existing elements and new
ones to create various synapses between
the spatial cells of the city. The
environmental system between the lake and
the hills around Biel has mended thanks to
the deconstruction and consequent
reconstruction of the green areas along
Orpundstraße. This last no longer
represents a caesura between the two areas
to the north and south of the road but rather
contributes to making the historic settlement
legible through physical and conceptual
connections. Small proximity services are
present in the new district. These will set
into the existing fabric and through new
forms of use, exchange, and sharing of time,
goods, and space among residents, will
become the lung of the new Living City.









MA384 - bio-top 

Team :

Benoît Jacques, Architekt / architecte, FR

Project brief :

The Bio-top project approaches the
transformation of Geyisried in a very
delicate way so as not to harm its many
qualities but to highlight them. The project’s
primary focus is to preserve its well-
balanced proportion of full/empty
relationship its open spatiality. On the full
side, the project explores the densification
only through a vertical extension. On the
empty side, the project aims to enhance the
external spaces, to develop biotopes of
various qualities and to network them. The
second goal of Bio-top is to reunite the two
sides of the Orpundstrasse through a social
and ecological project while solving the
urban noise problem.

All of this representing a new ecosystem in
line with the idea of a living city and the
objective of carbon neutrality by 2050.









NA171 - The Spine

Team :

Nadejda Avramova, Architektin / architecte, 
FR

Héléna Kocik, Architekturstudentin / 
étudiante en architecture, FR

Project brief :

Orpundstrasse becomes the Spine of the
neighborhood.

By creating a pedestrian mall over Orpond
Strasse in response to the multiple needs of
the district.

Solution to the intense car traffic:

Transit vehicles headed to Route n°5 use
the underneath passage of the mall
with a higher speed limit.

Slow traffic vehicles drive on both sides of
the mall into car alleys and bicycle
paths (20km/h to 30km/h)

Pedestrians, joggers and recreational bike
riders have the opportunity to go onto
the mall that is a real urban parc.

The Spine integrates specific technical
equipment for restraining noise and air
pollution

Solution for stitching the two-parted
neighborhood:

The top level can be reached by ramps,
stairs and elevators into 3 different
points.

The Spine becomes a place of interest that
people actually go on purpose to (sports,
play, meet). The culmination point of the
pedestria









QI781 - QUBIK 

Team :

Laura Gianellini, Architektin / architecte, IT

Project brief :

Arriving in Geyisried the atmosphere is
impressively happy. That is why I decided it
would not be right to replace but, rather, to
add. In fact, I thought, in a world that would
like to be sustainable, things get fixed. And
so Qubik was born, a modular model based
on a minimum unit of 25 square metres. The
units can be composed and staggered
according to need. Gardens stolen from the
ground are brought upright. Qubik, can
gradually grow in height, marking the centre
of Mâche. Existing buildings, on the other
hand, are raised and use the roof floor to
create new spaces. The roof becomes green
or solar depending on the orientation. The
northern and southern parts communicate
through a new paved crossing linking to the
bus stop.









RU115 - Central Park 

Team :

Basurto Abel, Architekt / architecte, ES

Project brief :

In order to design in an existing urban
development we have to think as a
dressmaker. With that idea, the proposal try
to sew between the old houses from the 50s
and the new proposed buildings. Big green
areas are created in between to fill the gaps
and to make new meeting points for the
population. More density and a house
mixing help to create a more flexible
neighbourhood to fit with the new different
ideas of living. A tower with families,
apartments to live and work, big flat of
coliving or even a building for elder people.
A new identity is given with nice colours and
a big tower that show a small shopping area
with local products.

The necessities to use less energy, push the
people the use of public transport, bike or
car shearing. The houses are built with a
modular timber system, a very efficient
isolated facade and solar panels.









UC640 - Bienne-être 

Team :

Bartlomiej Cybula, Architekt und Stadtplaner
/ architecte et urbaniste, CH

Project brief :

Bienne-être means well-being, quality and
desirability. Small talk grounds derive from
the countryside tradition where inhabitants
met spontaneously and informally. Gossip
yards, however, are more city-like - here you
meet to talk for a bit longer, a bit more
anonymously. Terraces, rooftops, balconies,
galleries and arcades provide a language for
urban renewal and place-making. A rural
idyll morphs systematically into an urban
village - life on many different levels gives
the impression of different scales whereas
correct zoning defines characters that
change dramatically within walking distance.
And even though the area could be
described as a "border city", it creates an
identity of its own: a porous, diverse and
liveable local centre.









UI594 - HOW WE METT 

Team :

Antoine Steck, Architekt und Stadtplaner / 
architecte et urbaniste, FR

Quentin Morise, Designer, FR

Fanny Gonzalez de Quijano, Stadtplanerin / 
urbaniste FR

Project brief :

Un quartier qui vit est une somme quasi
infinie d’espaces plus ou moins grands et
mouvants que chaque individu emporte
avec lui dans ses pratiques quotidiennes.
Un site de projet est défini par des
périmètres opérationnels et administratifs
dont nous devons assumer l’imperfection,
car c’est une construction de la pensée qui
ne peut pas être maîtrisée entièrement. Tout
l’enjeu de nos métiers est de cibler la
«bonne» échelle d’intervention (avec le bon
degré d’intégration des acteurs et la bonne
économie de moyens) pour améliorer dans
une réaction en chaîne le quotidien de
toutes ses vies qui se rencontrent, dans le
respect de l’environnement. Ici, pour
répondre aux enjeux du site (densité,
stationnement) et le rendre plus vivant, tout
commence par le réaménagement complet
d’Orpund-Strasse.









YY618 - landscape line

Team :

Mathieu Oppliger, Architekt / architecte, CH

Project brief :

Vision. of the district is based on
delineations and intensifications of
infrastructure and public spaces.
Orpundstrasse retains its role as a major
vehicle traffic penetration

and it is reinforced by the vegetation
intensification of these surroundings. This
wooded cordon will create a sound buffer
space between the dwellings and the traffic
which will multiply over the years. The use of
either side of the bus line promotes this type
of mobility and rapid accessibility to the city
center. This principle makes it possible to
separate the flows of various speeds and
activates the ground floors by the
polarization of certain places through the
service stops. Parallel to the central avenue,
a landscaped infrastructure made up of
plant spaces and pedestrian paths will
develop new life behind each neighborhood.
A transverse landscaped walk will connect
these 3 west - east axes.








